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WHAT IS THIS LECTURE ABOUT?

1 Business processes and automation

2
Automatic support for automating
business processes

3 Outlook
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§ Core idea of automation: Relief humans from repetitive, 
simply repeatable, and routine-like taks:

“taking the robot out of the human”

§ Effects of automation:

§ Considerable efficiency gains (up to 35%)

§ Reduction of process flow time (up 60%)

CONTEXT UND MOTIVATION
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§ Process automation can be approached from two main 
perspectives:

FACETS OF PROCESS AUTOMATION

Robotic Process AutomationWorkflow-oriented
Process Automation
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STARTING POINT

Conceptual 
process model

§ Created by domain experts
§ Mainly serves purpose of 

communication
§ Needs to be understandable
§ Only contains relevant 

information 

Executable
process model

§ Created by IT experts
§ Serves purpose of 

execution
§ Needs to be precise and 

unabmigious
§ Contains additional 

information relevant for 
execution
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1. Identify the automation boundaries

2. Review manual tasks

3. Complete the process model

4. Adjust task granularity

5. Specify execution properties

HOW TO BRIDGE THE GAP?
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§ Intuition: Not everything can be automated

§ Strategy: Identify each task‘s type

1. IDENTIFY THE AUTOMATION BOUNDARIES

Automatic
tasks

User
tasks

21

Manual
tasks

3
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1. IDENTIFY THE AUTOMATION BOUNDARIES

Automatic tasks
User task
Manual task
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§ Intuition: If the BPMS cannot see a task, it does not exist

§ Strategy: Identify possibilities to support manual tasks 
with IT

2. REVIEW MANUAL TASKS
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§ Intuition: Exceptions are the rule

§ Strategy: Add respective exception handlers

3. COMPLETE THE PROCESS MODEL
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§ Intuition: BPMS create value if they can coordinate work 
among resources

§ Strategy: 

§ Aggregate consecutive tasks if they are executed by the 
same resource

§ Split tasks that contain hidden sub tasks

4. ADJUST TASK GRANULARITY
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RESULT AFTER STEP 4
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§ The execution of the model requires addtitional 
specifications:

§ Process variables, messages, signals, errors

§ Service details

§ Code fragments

§ Assignment of roles

§ Specification of interface

5. SPECIFY EXECUTION PROPERTIES
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5. SPECIFY EXECUTION PROPERTIES
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§ Process automation can be approached from two main 
perspectives:

FACETS OF PROCESS AUTOMATION

Robotic Process AutomationWorkflow-oriented
Process Automation
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§ Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a technology that allows 
the automation of a task in exactly the way how a human would 
perform the task

§ A robot in the context of robotic process automation is typically 
a computer program that imitates human actions

§ RPA can be used to automate the labor intensive tasks such as 
back office processes, data entry, data validation etc.

WHAT IS ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION?
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§ Where is a human required in this process?

RPA EXAMPLE
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§ Advantages:

§ Reduces human efforts and therefore human errors

§ Improves productivity by saving cost and time

§ Does not require programming skills 

§ Easy to automate large number of processes

§ Disadvantages:

§ Small changes in application requires reconfiguration of 
RPA software

§ RPA bots depend on speed of application

§ Unrealisitc expectations 

§ Process selection is not trivial

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF RPA
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WHAT TO AUTOMATE (1/3)?

Source: http://www.aqboost.com/rpa2/
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WHAT TO AUTOMATE (2/3)?

Source: http://www.aqboost.com/rpa2/
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WHAT TO AUTOMATE (3/3)?

Source: http://www.aqboost.com/rpa2/
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RPA TOOL SUPPORT

Source: HfS
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EXAMPLE: UI PATH
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WHAT IS THIS LECTURE ABOUT?

1 Business processes and automation

2
Automatic support for automating
business processes

3 Outlook
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IDEA: LET‘S USE WHAT IS THERE

process models

Source: Dumas et al. (2013): Fundamentals of Business Process Management.
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§ Many organizations maintain large process model repositories:

§ Volkswagen (Germany): > 1000 models

§ Vodafone (Netherlands): > 2000 models

§ Bank Austria (Austria): > 1000 models and > 500 textual 
descriptions

§ Automated analysis is the only viable choice!

STARTING POINT: LARGE MODELS, LARGER 
COLLECTIONS
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ANALYZING PROCESS MODELS: DIFFERENT 
LABEL STYLES

[1] Henrik Leopold, Sergey Smirnov, Jan Mendling: On the Refactoring of Activity Labels in Business Process 
Models. Information Systems 37(5): 443-459, 2012.
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STRUCTURE OF LABEL STYLES
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CHALLENGE: LABEL AMBIGUITY

Plan Integration 
of Profit Centers

Plan Data Transfer 
to EC-PCA

Action = Plan

Action = Plan?

Manual Profit 
Center Planning+ +…

[2] Henrik Leopold, Han van der Aa, Jelmer Offenberg, Hajo A. Reijers: Using Hidden Markov Models for the 
Accurate Linguistic Analysis of Process Model Activity Labels. Information Systems 83: 30-39, 2019. 
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ATOMIC CANDIDATE IDENTIFICATION

Check signatureCheck signature
Sign contract

Record signature

Check invoice

Pay invoice
Sign service 

contractApprove contract
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COMPOSITE CANDIDATE IDENTIFICATION

Check signatureCheck signature
Sign contract

Record signature

Check invoice

Pay invoice
Sign service 

contractApprove contract
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INHERITANCE HIERARCHY IDENTIFICATION

Check signatureCheck signature
Sign contract

Record signature

Check invoice

Pay invoice
Sign service 

contractApprove contract
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Label 1 Label 2 Common 
BO / Action

BO / Action 
Label 1

BO / Action
Label 2

Update stock Update inventory update stock inventory

Pay bill Pay invoice pay bill invoice

Send answer Send response send answer response

Check declaration Check 
announcement check declaration announcement

Check quantity Check amount check quantity amount

RESOLVING SYNONYMS
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CANDIDATE IDENTIFICATION FROM SAP 
REFERENCE MODEL

~600 EPCs

[3] Henrik Leopold, Fabian Pittke, Jan Mendling: Automatic Service Derivation from Business Process Model 
Repositories via Semantic Technology. Journal of Systems and Software 108: 134–147, 2015. 
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IDEA: LET‘S USE WHAT IS THERE

process descriptions

Source: Dumas et al. (2013): Fundamentals of Business Process Management.
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CHALLENGE: AMBIGUITY

The vacations request process starts when an employee submits a
vacation request via the ERP system. The request is then received by the
immediate supervisor of the employee requesting the vacation. The
supervisor decides about the request. If the request is rejected, the
application is returned to the employee. If the request is approved, a
notification is generated to the HR representative, who then completes
the respective management procedures.

Verb: receive
Object: request
Role: supervisor 
Type: user task

Verb: decide
Object: request
Role: supervisor
Type: manual

Verb: submit
Object: vacation request
Role: employee
Type: user task

Verb: return
Object: application
Role: ERP system 
Type: automatic

Verb: generate
Object: notification
Role: ERP system
Type: automatic

Verb: complete
Object: mgmt. procedures
Role: HR representative
Type: manual
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IDEA

4

et al. [11] can reliably recognize and extract tasks from textual process descrip-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any technique that
addresses the second challenge. In this paper, we do so by operationalizing the
problem of automatically identifying the degree of task automation as multi-
class classification problem. In the next section, we elaborate on the details of
our proposed solution.

3 Conceptual Approach

In this section, we present our approach for automatically identifying the degree
of automation of tasks described in a textual process description. Section 3.1
first gives an overview of the approach. Section 3.2 introduces the dataset we
use in this paper, before sections 3.3 trough 3.5 elaborate on the details of our
approach.

3.1 Overview

The overall architecture of our three-step approach is visualized in Figure 2.
The approach takes as input a textual process descriptions and returns a list of
process tasks that are classified according to their degree of automation.

Classification 

Textual Process  
Description 

Feature 
Computation 

Extracted  
Features 

Manually Labeled 
Training Data  

A 
M 
M 
M 
U 
M 
A 
U 

Automatically  
Classified Activities 

Linguistic 
Preprocessing 

Annotated 
Textual Process  

Description 

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed approach

The first step is to parse the text and to identify the relevant linguistic
entities and relations that denote tasks in a process description. For instance,
we determine which words represent verbs and to which objects they relate. The
result of this preprocessing step is a textual process description annotated with
the linguistic information related to the process’ tasks. The second step is the
computation of the features we use for prediction. In particular, we compute
features related to the verbs and objects that characterize tasks in a process, the
resources that execute tasks, and a feature characterizing terms from IT domains.
The output of this step is a feature table that contains the extracted tasks
and their corresponding features. In the third step, we perform a classification
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1) LINGUISTIC PREPROCESSING

6

source contain rather short sentences (9.7 words), the process descriptions from
the TU Berlin source contain relatively long sentences (21.2 words). The process
descriptions also di↵er with respect to the degree of automation. Some sources
contain process descriptions mostly covering manual tasks (e.g. the HU Berlin
source), others contain a quite considerable number of automated tasks (e.g. the
TU Berlin source). Lastly, the process descriptions di↵er in terms of how explic-
itly and unambiguously they describe the process behavior. Among others, this
results from the variety of authors that created the textual descriptions.

3.3 Linguistic Preprocessing

The goal of the linguistic preprocessing step is to automatically extract verbs,
object, and roles related to tasks described in the input text. To accomplish
this, we build on a technique that was originally developed for the extraction of
process models from natural language text [11]. This technique, which is regarded
as state-of-the-art [32], combines linguistic tools such as the Stanford Parser
[19] and VerbNet [34] to, among others, identify verbs, objects, and roles. The
advantage of this technique is its high accuracy and its ability to resolve so-called
anaphoric references such as “it” and “they”. To illustrate the working principle
of the technique, consider the first sentence from the running example in Figure
1:

“The vacations request process starts when an employee submits a vaca-
tion request via the ERP system.”

The first step is the application of the Stanford Parser, which automatically
detects the part of speech of each word as well as the grammatical relations
between them. The result of the part-of-speech tagging looks as follows.

“The/DT vacations/NNS request/NN process/NN starts/VBZ when/WRB
an/DT employee/NN submits/VBZ a/DT vacation/NN request/NN vi-
a/IN the/DT ERP/NNP system/NN ./.”

We can see that the Stanford Parser correctly identifies two verbs “starts”
and “submits” (indicated by the tag “VBZ”). The dependency analysis of the
Stanford Parser further reveals to which subjects and objects these verbs relate:

nsubj(starts-5, process-4)
nsubj(submits-9, employee-8)
dobj(submits-9, request-12)
compound(request-12, vacation-11)

The verb “starts” relates to the subject “process” and the verb “submits”
relates the subject “employee” as well as the object “request”. The Stanford
Parser also recognizes that “vacation request” is a compound noun (i.e., a noun
that consists of several words). Based on the part-of-speech tagging output and
the dependency relations, the technique from [11] automatically extracts task
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We consider four features:

1. Verb feature (categorical)

2. Object feature (categorical) 

3. Resource type (human/non-human) 

4. IT domain (yes/no) 

2) FEATURE COMPUTATION
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§ We used a collection of 47 textual process descriptions 
from 10 different industrial and scholarly sources

§ We implemented a Java prototype with Weka (for the SVM) 
and JWNL (for WordNet)

§ We considered 4 configurations:

1. Training on action feature only (A)
2. Training on action and object feature (A+O) 
3. Training on action, object, and resource type 

feature (A+O+RT) 
4. Training on all feature (Full) 

DOES IT WORK?
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RESULTS

10

3. Training on action, object, and resource type feature (A+O+RT)
4. Training on all feature (Full)

To quantify the performance of each configuration , we use the standard met-
rics precision, recall, and F1-measure. In our context, precision for a particular
class is given by the number of tasks that were correctly assigned to this class
divided by the total number of tasks that were assigned to this class. Recall is
given by the number of tasks that were correctly assigned to this class divided by
the total number of tasks belong to that class. The F1-measure is the harmonic
mean of the two. Note that precision, recall, and F1-measure are computed for
each class individually. To also provide aggregate results, we conduct micro av-
eraging. That is, we use the number of tasks belonging to a particular class to
weight the respective precision and recall values. A macro perspective (i.e. ap-
plying no weights) would provide a distorted picture because the three classes
vary in size.

4.2 Results

The results of the 10-fold cross validation are presented in Table 2. Besides
precision, recall, F1-measure for each class and configuration, it also shows the
number of correctly and incorrectly classified instances.

A A+O A+O+RT Full

Correct 320 320 340 342
Incorrect 104 104 84 82

Manual

Precision 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.81
Recall 0.83 0.83 0.90 0.90
F1-Measure 0.79 0.79 0.85 0.85

User

Precision 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80
Recall 0.67 0.67 0.70 0.70
F1-Measure 0.71 0.71 0.75 0.75

Automated

Precision 0.82 0.82 1.00 0.92
Recall 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.52
F1-Measure 0.56 0.56 0.60 0.66

Total (mic.)

Precision 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.81
Recall 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.80
F1-Measure 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.81

Table 2. Results from 10-fold cross validation

In general, the results from Table 2 reveal that our approach works well. Out
of the 424 task instances, our approach classified 342 correctly. This yields an

[4] Henrik Leopold, Han van der Aa, and Hajo A. Reijers: Identifying Candidate Tasks for Robotic Process 
Automation in Textual Process Descriptions. In BPMDS’18 Working Conference (BPMDS 2018), June 11-12, 
2018, Tallinn, Estonia. 
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WHAT IS THIS LECTURE ABOUT?

1 Business processes and automation

2
Automatic support for automating
business processes

3 Outlook
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§ RPA is curretnly not helpful in the context of processes 
requiring judgment or cognition

§ The combination of AI and RPA might change that in the 
future

§ Such Intelligent RPA bots might be able to ...

§ learn how to acquire information and rules for using the 
information

§ reason, i.e., use the rules to 
reach approximate or definite 
conclusions 

§ conduct self-correction

WHAT COMES NEXT?
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§ Situation:

§ RPA and AI were used in concert to help Hollard, 
South Africa’s largest private insurer

§ Hollard drowned in its backlog of customer support 
email requests

§ Each of the 1.5 million yearly emails needed to be 
“interpreted and classified” to follow SLA and 
regulatory requirements.

§ Solution: RPA bot conducting the following steps:

1. Access the email

2. Interpret the content

3. Classify and file documentation

4. Extract relevant data

5. Update the system

6. Connect to the relevant human to carry out task

7. Send a confirmation email to the requestor upon completion.

RPA + AI CASE STUDY

Source: https://www.celerity.com/where-is-rpa-headed
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§ Outcome:

RPA + AI CASE STUDY (CONT.)

Component Improvement

Automate it 98% automated

Do it faster 600% faster

Free up FTEs ~2,000 hrs/month (> 11 FTE 
equivalents) saved

Do it more cheaply Cost/transaction down 91%

Do it more accurately
“quality of information has 
improved drastically and is 
virtually error free”

Source: https://www.celerity.com/where-is-rpa-headed
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